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This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Thought I'd save a few bucks
on a cheaper one. Dressing up the engine bay with new parts and am sticking with OE where I
can Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: theautoguys Why take chances with
another brand? You aren't going to save anything. Something so critical should only be from
Ford. Perfect fit for my 96 Explorer. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:
partsmarketplus. Previously bought aftermarket product for my '89 Ranger. Quit working after
very little use. Already installed this Motorcraft. Works as expected. Verified purchase: Yes
Condition: new Sold by: partsmarvel. This solenoid is going to be used in a "street rod "
application and it has been installed and works fine, perfect for me, it heavy duty and looks to
be make well. I like the longer studs since I have extra terminals on one stud going to the glow
plug relay on my 7. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: northstardistri We'll take a
look and remove the review if it doesn't follow our guidelines. Skip to main content. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your
vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Have one to sell? Sell it
yourself. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information northstardistributingusa Contact
seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item information Condition:. Sign in to check
out Check out as a guest. The item you've selected wasn't added to your cart. Add to Watchlist
Unwatch. Watch list is full. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be posted
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. Item location:. Saint Paul, Minnesota, United States. Posts to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated
between Fri. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling
time, origin postcode, destination postcode and time of acceptance and will depend on postage
service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times
may vary, especially during peak periods. International postage and import charges paid to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab International postage and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab Any international
postage and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab International postage paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab Any international postage is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Related sponsored
items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. To confirm that this part fits your vehicle, please
choose a vehicle from the "My Garage" list, or enter your vehicle's details below. My Garage. Go
to My Garage. Please wait. We're unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This
part isn't compatible with this. Compatibility information isn't available for this item. Oops,
something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. Compatibilities are defined
by the seller for vehicles typically fitted for operation within the original listing country. This
part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. In the notes section below, Quantity
refers to total required for given vehicle. A quantity of 2 is recommended. About this product.
Starter Solenoid Swtich Relay. This listing is for ONE :. This item will be in original Motorcraft
Packaging. Part Numbers:. Postage and handling. This item can be sent to Ukraine , but the
seller has not specified postage options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a postage method to your location. Postage cost can't be calculated. Please enter a
valid postcode. There are 17 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select
a valid country. Please enter five or nine numbers for the postcode. Estimated between Thu.
Domestic handling time. Return policy. The seller won't accept returns for this item. You must
return items in their original packaging and in the same condition as when you received them. If
you don't follow our item condition policy for returns , you may not receive a full refund.
Refunds by law: In Australia, consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund from a business if
the goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or don't match the seller's description. More
information at returns. Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on
northstardistributingusa from others who bought this item. Positive feedback. Item received
was as described, properly packaged and promptly mailed. Ratings and reviews Write a review.
Most relevant reviews See all 59 reviews. Original Equipment Thought I'd save a few bucks on a
cheaper one. X Previous image. Ford Quality! Good Price. Good Product. Just What I Needed
This solenoid is going to be used in a "street rod " application and it has been installed and

works fine, perfect for me, it heavy duty and looks to be make well. Why is this review
inappropriate? It's spam, or has links There are copyright or trademark issues It's offensive or
has profanity It includes feedback about the seller Something else Cancel. We got your report
We'll take a look and remove the review if it doesn't follow our guidelines. Back to home page
Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. Postcode: Please enter a valid postcode. Seller posts within 1 day
after receiving cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. The lowest-priced brand-new,
unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable.
Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or
was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic
bag. See details for additional description. Thought I'd save a few bucks on a cheaper one.
Dressing up the engine bay with new parts and am sticking with OE where I can Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: New. Why take chances with another brand? You aren't going to save
anything. Something so critical should only be from Ford. Perfect fit for my 96 Explorer.
Previously bought aftermarket product for my '89 Ranger. Quit working after very little use.
Already installed this Motorcraft. Works as expected. This solenoid is going to be used in a
"street rod " application and it has been installed and works fine, perfect for me, it heavy duty
and looks to be make well. I like the longer studs since I have extra terminals on one stud going
to the glow plug relay on my 7. Skip to main content. About this product. New other. Make an
offer:. Stock photo. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened,
undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Starter Solenoid
Swtich Relay. New Genuine Ford. Item pictured is actual item that will be received. See all 16
brand new listings. Buy It Now. Add to cart. About this product Product Identifiers Brand. Show
More Show Less. Any Condition Any Condition. See all 18 - All listings for this product. Ratings
and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 59 reviews. Original Equipment
Thought I'd save a few bucks on a cheaper one. Ford Quality! Good Price. Good Product. Just
What I Needed This solenoid is going to be used in a "street rod " application and it has been
installed and works fine, perfect for me, it heavy duty and looks to be make well. Best Selling in
Starter Parts. Starter Solenoid Standard SS 4. Starter Heat Shield Design Engineering 4. Save on
Starter Parts Trending price is based on prices over last 90 days. You may also like. In stock
orders ship within 24 hours. Weekend orders will be processed the next business day. If a part
is not in stock and must be ordered from the manufacturer, it usually takes days to arrive to us
and will be promptly shipped to you. Most of the orders are shipped complete within business
days. A few of the parts ordered from the manufacturer may take up to business days to arrive
and will shipped to you immediately. Depending upon location, ground shipments usually take
days. Your order may be shipped Overnight for an additional cost. Oversized shipments will be
additional; you will be contacted prior to shipping for approval. We cannot guarantee transit
times for ground and oversize orders. Shipping Carrier substitutions may be made at our
determination in an attempt to reduce shipping cost to the customer. We do not ship
internationally. In the unlikely event that a part has been placed on backorder or discontinued,
we will do our best to try and find one for you as quickly as possible. We do not ship COD
orders. Orders placed after Central Time will be processed the following business day. Contact
us to arrange for any returns. A copy of the invoice will need to be included with the return.
Parts must be resaleable and in the original packaging. We cannot take back used parts. We
cannot take back installed or tried parts. Electrical parts are not returnable. We do reserve the
right to refuse and return any parts we find have been installed, are used or do not meet the
above criteria. Return request need to be within 30 days of receipt. Cancellation Policy An order
or a portion of an order may be cancelled up until the time it is shipped and no longer in our
possession. Terms and Conditions. Thank you for shopping with us. Please find our policies
below. If you have any other questions, please don't hesitate to contact us. Solution by
RevolutionParts, Inc. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. This
item is backed by a 1 Year Warranty. In the event this item should fail during intended use, we
will exchange the part free of charge excludes shipping charges for the original purchaser. This
warranty covers the cost of the part only. Please note: Any modifications to an item of any kind
before contacting us will void any and all warranty coverage for this item. Please contact us
before modifying the part so that we have the opportunity to correct the situation. This item is
backed by our year warranty. In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects
during intended use, we will replace the part free of charge. Electrical and electronic parts are
not eligible for a refund once installed or plugged in. In the event a manufacturing defect is
found, the item may be eligible for an exchange. If you have a question about a part you should

contact us before buying. AM Autoparts is proud to offer you the best price and fastest service
for all your aftermarket parts needs. In order to keep our prices low, we have the following
purchasing policies:. We're here for you! We are proud to offer quality service and we want your
transaction to go perfectly. Take advantage of our customer service representatives who are
here to help you; contact us on eBay. Thank you for your interest and we hope to do business
with you! Thought I'd save a few bucks on a cheaper one. Dressing up the engine bay with new
parts and am sticking with OE where I can Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:
theautoguys Why take chances with another brand? You aren't going to save anything.
Something so critical should only be from Ford. Perfect fit for my 96 Explorer. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: partsmarketplus. Previously bought aftermarket product
for my '89 Ranger. Quit working after very little use. Already installed this Motorcraft. Works as
expected. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: partsmarvel. This solenoid is going to
be used in a "street rod " application and it has been installed and works fine, perfect for me, it
heavy duty and looks to be make well. I like the longer studs since I have extra terminals on one
stud going to the glow plug relay on my 7. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:
northstardistri Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information am-autoparts Contact seller.
Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. List price:. What does this
price mean? You save:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Does not
ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Gardner, Kansas, United States. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens
in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this
seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained
in this table have been provided by am-autoparts. AM-AutoParts am-autoparts Search within
store. Lowest price on brand new, in-the-box auto parts. Detailed Applications. Note: Electrical
and electronic parts are not eligible for a refund once installed or plugged in. General Policies If
you have a question about a part you should contact us before buying. In order to keep our
prices low, we have the following purchasing policies: Returns: We only warranty cost of parts.
Any installation or other fees are non-refundable. If the buyer needs to cancel or return the item,
the buyer must begin the transaction in My eBay Questions: We're here for you! Shipping and
handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens
in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import
charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 5 items
available. Please enter a number less tha
2013 dodge charger pursuit service manual
87 ford f350
free downloadable repair manuals
n or equal to 5. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item
does not ship to Ukraine. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on AM Autoparts from others who bought this
item. Positive feedback. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 59

reviews. Original Equipment Thought I'd save a few bucks on a cheaper one. X Previous image.
Ford Quality! Good Price. Good Product. Just What I Needed This solenoid is going to be used
in a "street rod " application and it has been installed and works fine, perfect for me, it heavy
duty and looks to be make well. Why is this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.

